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The candidate's power to apply his vocabulary is-
tested in questions 1, 4 and 6, his^re cognition vocabulary
in 1, 2, 5 and 6, his power of composition in 4, of punctua-
tion both in other questions and in 3, and his grammatical
ability both incidentally in 4 and 6, and specifically
in 7 and 8. A paper of this type not only tests all that is
essential, and that in half the time of the customary type
of examination, but the a?iswers a?fe such as to fill much
less space and take mwh less time per answer in the
marking.
Besides this, knowledge of conversational English can
be tested in the written paper, e.g., by giving part of a.
dialogue to be completed, or by defining a situation and
requiring the candidate to compose a dialogue on it or by
leaving blanks in a dialogue for him to fill in with suitable
questions or answers. There is no need of a' separate
oral test for this purpose.
The Oral Test
But two capacities remain untested by written examir
nations, viz., the ability to pronounce, and the ability;
to understand spoken English. For both these an oral
test is requisite. For pronunciation it may be quite
brief, the reading of two carefully selected short
passages, one to measure intonation or the power of
expressive reading, the other for mechanical accuracy of
pronunciation. In a large province, however, such tests
are difficult to arrange or standardize, and without uni-
formity of standard it is unfair to let marks count much
in determining the result. Of ability to hear with under-
standing it is still more difficult to arrange a uniform test
as this requires a longer time for each candidate. On the
other hand, it is not likely that a candidate who does well
in his paper examination will be seriously backward in
pronunciation or in understanding the spoken language,
and it might be a reasonable compromise to reserve the
oral tests for candidates whose marks on their written
papers placed them at or just above the passing line.
UTith this minority uniformity of standard might be
attainable. To omit an oral test altogether encourages
schools in neglect of pronunciation and of the develop-
ment of the power to interpret spoken English.

